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MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 

1. Economic Backdrop  

Over the last year there has been continued volatility not only in relation to the 

Authority’s own budgetary position but also in the wider economy.  

The current rate of inflation is just under 2% which has had a knock-on effect in 

terms of expectations around pay awards for both uniformed and non-uniformed 

staff.  

Volatility in the economy also feeds through to the Authority’s funding streams. For 

example, growth in the council tax base for 2019/20 is lower than predicted and 

business rates growth is sluggish with significant variation between the six Berkshire 

unitary authorities.  

On top of the volatility from economic factors including Brexit, the Authority has also 

incurred and will continue to incur significant additional costs in relation to fire safety 

activities post Grenfell.  

 

2. Political Lobbying  

Given the economic climate and the fact that this Authority is one of the lowest 

precepting fire authorities in the country, the Fire Authority gave the Chairman and 

the Chief Fire Officer a mandate to speak to Berkshire MPs to make them aware of 

these issues and ask for greater flexibility to increase council tax when setting the 

budget.  

MPs have been lobbying Government on our behalf to give the Authority the 

flexibility to increase council tax by up to £5 rather than the maximum of 2.99% 

without holding a referendum.  

The impact of assumed increases in council tax is shown below. 

 

 

 
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 

Council Tax rise 2.99% 2.99% 2.99% 2.99% 

Council Tax for band D £66.28 £68.26 £70.30 £72.40 

Annual Increase £1.92 £1.98 £2.04 £2.10 
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3. Funding  

Since the publication of last year’s Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP), it has 

become apparent that the Efficiency Plan savings of £2.4 million will not be sufficient 

to produce balanced budgets over the next four years. However, the early delivery of 

some of the Efficiency Plan savings has enabled the Authority to fund the shortfall for 

2019/20 whilst plans are drawn up to deliver the extra savings / income needed by 

2020/21.  

The Authority’s funding position going into 2019/20 highlights the volatility between 

different income streams and also the variation among unitary authorities.  

Looking at council tax first, last year’s MTFP assumed that there would be growth in 

the council tax base of 2% for 2019/20. In fact, the average rate across Berkshire is 

only 1.4% although growth varies between unitary authorities with the lowest growth 

rate being 0.2% and the highest being 2.6%. The effect of this reduced growth rate is 

that precept income will be £140,000 lower than that forecast in last year’s plan. 

Historically, there has always been an overall collection fund surplus for council tax – 

in 2018/19 the surplus was £110,000. However, for 2019/20 there will be an overall 

deficit of £88,000.  

The business rates surplus for 2019/20 is £885,000 which is below the previous 

year’s surplus of £955,000. In addition, as noted above, there is variability in terms of 

business rates growth amongst the six unitary authorities. This general uncertainty 

and the possible impacts from Brexit make it difficult to build in projections for 

business rates surpluses going forward.  

Funding 
2019/20 

£000 
2020/21 

£000 
2021/22 

£000 
2022/23 

£000 

Revenue Support Grant 0 0 0 0 

Business Rates Baseline 5,092 5,332 5,389 5,447 

Business Rates Top-up Grant 5,140 4,900 4,719 4,519 

Settlement Funding Assessment 10,232 10,232 10,108 9,966 

Business Rates Surplus 885 400 400 400 

Council Tax (incl. tax base growth of 1.4% 
in 2019/20 and 1.5% thereafter) 23,052 24,097 25,189 26,331 

CT Collection Fund surplus / (deficit) -88 0 0 0 

Total Funding 34,081 34,729 35,697 36,697 
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4. Efficiency Plan Update  

The Authority’s Efficiency Plan sets out how savings of £2.4 million will be achieved 

by 2019/20. Excellent progress has been made in delivering these savings. All of the 

non-station departmental restructures have now been completed.  

The IRMP element of the savings amounts to £1.3 million. The disestablishment of 

the Retained Support Unit has been completed whilst the project to deliver remotely 

managed stations combined with changes to the flexi-duty officer rota will be 

completed during the summer of 2019. The full-year effect of these savings will be 

built into the 2020/21budget. The Efficiency Plan includes savings from the closure 

of Wargrave fire station. Given that this decision still has to be made the MTFP 

includes the cost of keeping it operational as shown in Section 6 below. The savings 

from the closure of Pangbourne fire station will be realised once Theale fire station 

becomes operational. 

Efficiency Plan 
Savings from Base 
Budget 

2016/17 
£000 

2017/18 
£000 

2018/19 
£000 

2019/20 
£000 

2020/21 
£000 

Total 
£000  

Senior Management 
Restructure 

150 12    162 

Service Restructure  347 446   793 

Fleet Maintenance 
Shared Service  94    94 

IRMP Review  224 205 476 406 1,311 

Mast Income  15    15 

Directors' car 
allowance savings  26    26 

Total 150 718 651 476 406 2,401 

 

5. Additional Savings / Income  

In addition to the Efficiency Plan savings that are currently being delivered, officers 

are continually looking at how the service to the public can be provided more 

efficiently and effectively.  

The re-introduction of cross-border charging should deliver an additional £80,000 in 

income. 
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In addition to collaborative efficiencies the Authority has generated other savings. 

Appeals in relation to business rates payable on our fire stations have resulted in 

savings of £80,000.  

Income / Savings from Base Budget 
2019/20 

£000 
2020/21 

£000 

Income / Savings from Collaborative Agreements 60 70 

Miscellaneous Savings 100  

Resilience Contract year 2 savings 75  

Total 235 70 

 

6. Budget Pressures  

Over the last few years, Budget Reports to the Fire Authority have stressed that pay 

awards of 1% were becoming increasingly difficult to sustain. The last couple of 

years have seen significant developments in terms of negotiations around pay 

awards for both uniformed and non-uniformed staff. One of the catalysts for this 

change has been the uplift in inflation – over the last year it has been over 2%. At 

present, there are ongoing national discussions with the FBU in relation to pay, with 

a proposal from the trade union to increase pay by 17%. Any such pay increase 

without significantly increased funding would be unaffordable for RBFRS. Ultimately 

the level of pay will be determined by the NJC but we have been clear to the NJC, 

Trade Unions and the Minister that this level of pay increase is unaffordable at 

present. Building in pay increases of 2% into the MTFP has had a significant impact: 

each additional 1% increase in pay adds over £250,000 to the base budget. 

From 2019/20 the Authority faces a very steep increase in employer contributions to 

the Firefighter pension schemes. This is because the Government has made two 

changes to the discount rate used to estimate pension liabilities but also because 

there has been a breach in the cost cap in relation to the 2015 Scheme. The first 

change to the discount rate, costing £404,000, had already been built into the MTFP 

and was due to take effect from April 2019. The second change in the discount rate 

and the cost cap breach will cost the Authority £1.47 million annually. For 2019/20, 

the Government has said it will reimburse the additional cost of £1.47 million but 

from 2020/21 any funding for increased pension costs will be considered as part of 

the new Fire Funding Formula and local government settlement. 

A four-phase plan to deal with the additional workload post Grenfell was presented to 

Management Committee on 19 September 2017. Recruitment of additional 

resources has taken place and specialist training programmes have been 

established to ensure staff development and competence. The recurring costs have 
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been built into the MTFP: £200,000 was built into the budget for 2018/19, which will 

rise to £400,000 in 2019/20 and £600,000 in 2020/21.  

The final decision regarding the closure of Wargrave fire station will be made later in 

2019. The saving is already part of the £2.4 million Efficiency Plan savings so the 

additional cost pressure of £168,000 to keep it operational has been added to the 

MTFP to reflect the current position.  

 

Pressures on Base Budget 
2019/20 

£000 
2020/21 

£000 
2021/22 

£000 
2022/23 

£000 

Uniformed Pay Awards at 2% 375 383 391 399 

Non-uniformed Pay Awards at 2% 128 131 134 137 

Pay Increments 90 92 94 96 

Increase in employer pension 
contributions 1,874 37 38 39 

Reimbursement of pension contributions -1,470 -29 -30 -31 

Contract Inflation 165 168 171 174 

Actuarial review - LGPS - rate increase  41    

Keeping Wargrave Station operational  168   

Additional TVFCS costs 39    

Post Grenfell and increased terrorism 
risks 

200 200   

Total 1,442 1,150 798 814 

 

7. Impact of Capital Investment  

The Authority’s Strategic Asset Investment Framework sets out a vision for the 

replacement and renewal of capital assets. The revenue financing costs of the 

capital programme have been built into the MTFP. The capital receipt from the sale 

of Windsor fire station and the use of the Development Fund will provide a lot of the 

funding for the programme. However, the Authority will still need to borrow. Annual 

changes to the base revenue budget due to capital charges are shown below. 
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Capital Financing Costs 
2019/20 

£000 
2020/21 

£000 
2021/22 

£000 
2022/23 

£000 

(Reduction) / Increase in Borrowing 
Costs 

-24 -61 122 419 

 

8. Overall Impact of Funding and Expenditure Changes 

The year-on-year effect of the changes described above to expenditure and income 

are shown in the table below.  

 Summary of Base Budget Changes 
2019/20 

£000 
2020/21 

£000 
2021/22 

£000 
2022/23 

£000 

Efficiency Plan Savings -476 -406   

Additional Savings / Income -235 -70   

Cost Pressures 1,442 1,150 798 814 

Capital Financing Costs -24 -61 122 419 

Total Changes to Base Budget 707 613 920 1,233 

 

9. Use of Reserves to Support the Revenue Budget 

Since the publication of last year’s Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP), work has 

been ongoing, with the Budget lead member and the Chairman of the Fire Authority, 

to find the additional income or savings to balance the budget by 2020/21. It is 

pleasing to report that through a combination of additional grant income and the 

2.99% flexibility on precept together with additional savings from rates revaluations 

and the reintroduction of cross border mobilisation charging we have bridged almost 

all of the funding gap that was identified at the start of 2018/19.   

Unfortunately, however, actual income from council tax and business rates in 

2019/20 will be below what we had planned for so we now need to use £458,000 

from reserves to balance the budget in 2019/20 and identify a further £422,000 of 

additional income or savings to balance the budget in 2020/21. 

This late budget pressure only materialised in early February and clearly highlights 

the volatility of our funding model. It is very likely that we will continue to experience 

late variations to the net revenue budget in future years.  

The use of £458,000 from the Budget Contingency Reserve to balance the budget in 

2019/20 will provide time to complete additional work to agree where additional 

savings and income will come from to balance the budget in 2020/21 and beyond. 
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Whilst this MTFP is a best estimate of changes in income and expenditure, there are 

other pressures not included in the plan which may present themselves. For 

example, each additional 1% pay increase above the budgeted 2% would add a 

pressure of £251,000 to the base budget. Another example is the volatility of the 

business rates surplus - in 2019/20 that surplus will fall by £70,000 compared to the 

previous year. 

The table below summarises projected budget pressures and savings as well as the 

use of reserves over the next four years. 

 

Year-on-Year Base Budget 
Movements 

2019/20 
£000 

2020/21 
£000 

2021/22 
£000 

2022/23 
£000 

Funding (Council Tax, Business 
Rates & Govt. Grant) 34,081 34,729 35,697 36,697 

     

Prior-Year Net Expenditure Budget 33,832 34,538 34,729 35,697 

Identified Pressures / Savings 707 613 920 1,233 

Unidentified (Savings) / Expenditure  -422 48 -233 

Use of Reserves -458    

Net Revenue Budget  34,081 34,729 35,697 36,697 

 

 



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


